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Gas turbines have to be provided with holes in order to provide cooling; these holes are
made using an electrochemical drilling technique. Since this process is tedious and expen
sive, computer simulations are very useful. Such a model needs to incorporate the relevant
physical processes. A simulation system including real time user interaction and visual
ization together with efficient numerical techniques has been developed using an object
oriented design.

1 Introduction

The efficiency of a gas turbine engine is influenced by the temperature at the inlet of
the turbine. There is a growing tendency to use higher inlet temperatures which leads
to an increase of the heat load on the turbine components. This heat load is caused by
the exposure to an enormous heat flux from the burnt gas coming from the combustion
chamber. To maintain acceptable safety standards, these components need to be pro
tected against their severe thermal environment. Protection methods which have been
introduced to prolongate the lifetime of turbine blades are coating, internal cooling and
film cooling. We will focus on internal cooling. This cooling is achieved by compress
ing relatively cool air through holes in the longitudinal direction of the turbine blades.
In order to increase the heat transfer in the holes, the wall of the cooling passage is pro
vided with multiple ribs. These irregularities are called turbulators, after the turbulence
they are supposed to cause in the flow. This way the cooling efficiency of these holes is

burnt gas

!i
!!pressure side
::

Figure 1: turbine blade with cooling holes
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improved in the sense that the amount of contact surface between metal and cooling air
is increased and there is also a better heat exchange due to turbulence. It is known that
the heat transfer is better than in the laminar case. Moreover less cooling air is needed.

One possibility for producing these holes is drilling. However, since the holes have
such a complex shape and their diameter is only about a few millimeters, conventional
drilling techniques are not suitable. Therefore an Electrochemical Drilling (ECD) tech
nique is used; i.e. an electrolytic process is employed where an anode moves gradually
into the metal. Turbulated cooling holes are drilled by varying process parameters, such
as speed, during drilling in a well defined and controlled way. The drilling of these holes
requires a large number of well defined experiments on test pieces which are very ex
pensive. Computer simulation of the ECD process may reduce the number of experi
ments. A model has been developed to determine the effect of parameter variations on
the shape of the turbulators. Using the Finite Element Method (FEM) the dissolving rate
of the metal is computed.

In section 2 the relevant physical processes are discussed. Here we also derive the
algorithm for computing the changing coordinates of the anode surface during passage
of current. The boundary value problem is formulated in section 3. The numerical tech
niques for solving this problem are addressed in section 4. This involves space and time
discretization. In section 5 some results of simulations are presented.

An important issue in the modelling of physical processes is their real time charac
teristic and the ability to simulate it with a computer program. A software system able to
simulate a physical process by integrating the computation, user interaction and visual
ization stages in a single real time framework has been developed and the ECD process
has been used as a case problem. In the ECD process, there are several physical param
eters which have to vary in time in order to obtain a desired shape for the turbulators.
The software simulation system allows the user to interactively control the variation of
these parameters and to monitor the results of the simulation in real time.

This software system can be regarded as a general purpose numerical simulation
environment offering direct user interaction with running FEM simulations. The sys
tem has been designed as an open environment capable of accepting several visualiza
tion metaphors and user interaction schemes as well as different numerical techniques.
The use of an object oriented design and of C++ as implementation language have been
proved to be valuable tools for the architecture of such a software project.

2 Physical Modelling

The ECD process is based on electrolysis. The drill is a conducting cylinder with an
insulating coating on the outside. This drill is lowered into the material with a certain
speed s while a voltage U is applied to it. In this way a cylindrically shaped hole is
obtained as illustrated in figure 2. Because of the axisymmetry we can essentially use
two dimensional computational models. We assume that the electrode is already in the
anode material. The coordinate system is chosen relative to the fixed anode. Another
reasonable option might be choosing this system relative to the moving drill, since all
the important physical processes take place near the tip of the electrode.

2.1 Electrolysis

The corrosion of the anode surface is a direct result of electrolysis. This is a process
where an electric potential difference is imposed on an anode and a cathode. The elec-
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Figure 2: electrochemical drilling

trolyte, often a sulphuric acid, tends to corrode the anode surface in this electric field.
After the metal ions have been dissolved and have reacted with the negative ions in the
solution they are removed by the electrolyte flow. To describe the process of electroly
sis we use Faraday's law. In a global formulation this yields for the volumetric removal
rate

dV = ea I,
dt Pa

where V is the volume of the anode (see also [7]). In this formula Pa is the density and
ea the electrochemical equivalent of the anode. Both quantities are assumed constant,
which is realistic in a practical situation. The electrochemical equivalent is a material
property defined by

A
ea := zF' (2.2)

where A denotes the molarmass of the anode metal, z the numberofelectrons exchanged
in the anodic reaction and F Faraday's constant. In order to determine the recession
rate, the current density flux has to be known. To this end the various physical processes
involved in electrolysis are now considered.

• Transfer ofelectric charge
The current which flows through the electrolyte is due to the movement of ions.
The ions in the solution are the "charge-carriers" establishing the current, follow
ing the imposed field by the potential difference. Thus the potential gradient need
not be equal to zero even if no current is flowing through the solution. We intro
duce the electrolytic conductivity Ke . The current density J is a result of gradients
in the electric potential rP and ion concentrations (see [10] p.23). Since we have
electric neutrality we can state that the motion of the fluid, which is electrically
neutral, does not contribute to the current density. Only the momentum of the
ions could possibly be affected by the strong flow. One can show that this is not
the case since the gap width is small and the current density large. For a system
without concentration gradients, J is the result of gradients in rP only.

J = -KegradrP,

3
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according to Ohm's law. Ifwe have considerable concentration gradients, the po
tential difference between two points is not only given by the current density and
the conductivity, but also by the concentration gradients. For the electric neu
trality of the solution to be preserved, it is necessary that the total production of
charge in any volume element be equal to zero. This justifies the assumption of
a divergence free electric field

divJ = O. (2.4)

For isothermal electrolyte solutions with constant ion concentrations, equations
(2.3) and (2.4) result in the Laplace equation for describing 4>.

• Current density distribution
For the computation of the potential two effects are important. First ofall we have
the ohmic drop in the body of the electrode and second the potential drop between
the inner potential of the electrode and the inner potential of the adhering elec
trolyte close to the electrode surface due to the electrode reaction. Eventually a
equilibrium state for electrode potential is reached at a given total current. This
effect is referred to as electrode polarization (see [10] p.75). Near the tip of the

8
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Figure 3: induced field by polarization

cathode, where the current density is high, the electrode gets polarized. In this
area the streamlines are very dense due to the transport of ions. As result it is diffi
cult to choose proper boundary conditions for the potential. Therefore we assume
that the electrodes are perfectly conducting and moreover that they are approxi
mately nonpolarizable. Then we can impose essential boundary conditions for 4>
at the electrode's surface.

• Heat transfer in electrolyte solutions
For constant concentration gradients in the solution, the ionic mobility and hence
the electrolyte conductivity, strongly depends on the temperature (see figure 4
from [6]). Instead of using the Laplace equation for describing the potential the
conductivity has to be taken inhomogeneous, yielding the following equation

div(-Ke(T) grad 4» = O. (2.5)

The electrolytic conductivity depends implicitly on the temperature T. Gradients
in the temperature of the solution are caused by the production of the heat Q due
to passage of electric current through the solution. For an isothermal and homo
geneous distribution of the concentrations the so-called Joule heat Q is defined
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Figure 4: conductivity of H2S04 solution (17%)

by

1
Q:= -(J,J).

Ke
(2.6)

This gives an acceptable approximation for Q only when gradients of temperature
and concentrations are relatively small. If we do not take chemical reactions into
account the distribution of temperature is described by

aT
PeCp(- + (v, grad T)) = -Ae~T+ Q,at (2.7)

where v is the velocity field of the flowing solution according to pressure differ
ence by a pump. Besides the transfer of charge, the heat transfer is the most im
portant effect in the ECD process. At high current densities, especially near the
tip of the cathode, the solution temperature rises by the production of heat and the
temperature gradients bring about the formation of gradients in the conductivity.
But the pressure difference produced by the pump is so high, that the circulation
of the solution takes place at high velocities. Moreover the solution always passes
through a large reservoir such that it can be assumed that at the temperature of the
solution going to the electrodes is almost constant (see also [11]). The increase
of conductivity is therefore restricted to temperature boundary layers. Ifwe want
to model heat transfer we thus have to incorporate the motion of the fluid as well,
for the sake of convection. This motion does not influence the transfer of electric
charge. Since the appearance of conductivity gradients is restricted to boundary
layers, we neglect this effect in our model.

• Evolution ofgas
Another effect, which leads to an inhomogeneous conductivity, is the evolution
of gas. At the cathode H2 is created due to reduction and at the anode 02 as a
result of oxidation. So the medium will consist of a mixture of solution and gas
bubbles resulting in a decrease of the conductivity. Again because of the strong
flow this will only affect the conductivity locally and will therefore be neglected.

3 Mathematical Equations

In the previous discussion about the relevant physical processes we have made some
simplifying assumptions, which we will discuss below in a mathematical context. As
a mathematical model for the electric potential ¢ in a homogeneous conducting solu
tion without concentration gradients, we use the Laplace equation. Here it is assumed
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(3.8)

that the electrodes have such properties that we can impose Dirichlet conditions for the
potential on the surface of the electrodes. The notion of time is actually present in Fara
day's law only and not in the equation for the potential. Here we assume that the current
density remains constant within a short time interval !i.t, so that the shift of the anode
surface along with the normal can be calculated from

dx ea
-d = -(J(x), 0)0, x E ana.

t Pa

This law relates the anode recession rate to the current density flux. Thus an expres
sion is found for the instantaneous velocity by which the anode surface moves. In this
formula ana denotes the anode boundary of the domain n (see 5).

aq, aq,
an an

Figure 5: computational domain

We are mainly interested in the space between the electrodes, which is filled with an
electrolyte and bounded by the electrodes and insulating walls. This space is connected
by a channel with a reservoir. For the sake of simplicity it can be assumed that this
channel is separated from the inter-electrode space by a fictitious insulating membrane
(see figure 5). On this membrane we impose a homogeneous Neumann condition. Now
the formulation for the electric potential ¢ yields

{

div(-Kef grad¢) = 0 in n
¢= 0 on ana
¢ = -U on one (U> 0)
a¢
00 = 0 on an\(anaU one)

(3.9)

The subscripts a and c refer to the parts ofthe boundary at the anode and the cathode
respectively. Note that the time variable is treated explicitly because of equation (3.8).
The imposed potential difference U is in fact a function of the time t. This parameter
U(t), together with drilling speed s (t), constitute the process parameters for manipulat
ing the shape of the hole. Starting from an initial geometry the potential distribution can
be computed. Then we can compute the current density on the anode boundary, which
we use to compute the anode recession rate according to Faraday's law. The function s
determines the position ofone. For given functions s and U the problem is now well de
fined (see [3]). When these functions are constant one can give a asymptotic expansion
for the gap width (see [8]).
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4 Numerical Approach

The mathematical model as derived in the previous section will be used for computer
simulation. We discretize the equation using the Finite Element Method (FEM). If we
would use conformal elements to discretize system (3.9), a discrete approximation for
the potential ¢ can be found. The computed quantity can then be used to compute the
current density flux field by taking the derivative numerically. Because the flux J is such
an important variable in this process it should actually not be computed afterwards by
post-processing for reasons ofaccuracy. Hence one should better use the Mixed Hybrid
Finite Element Method (MHFEM). This solves the flux J implicitly, together with the
potential, and also gives a better approximation for the flux. In this case the normal
component of the flux will be continuous over the edges of each element.

In figure 6 we show the result of particle tracking starting from some user specified
points on the boundary. These figures reveal that the achieved accuracy is different. Due

(a)FEM (b)MHFEM

Figure 6: particle tracking

to our mathematical model the gradients are singular near the tip of the cathode. This
is a result of the fact we assumed the electrodes to be nonpolarizable (see section 2).
Note that the insulating coating on the cathode has a certain thickness. The streamlines
should wrap themselves around this coating. As one can see from figure 6 the MHFEM
can handle these singularities numerically better than the conformal method.

Since our domain can deform rather awkwardly during the simulation we use tri
angular elements rather than quadrilaterals. This type of elements is easier to handle
for mesh generation. As basis functions for the FEM on these elements we use piece
wise linear functions on the corners of the triangles to approximate the ¢. The elements
for MHFEM use midpoints only. In this case the potential is piece-wise constant per
element and the flux linear and continuous over the edges of each triangle. It is clear
that the MHFEM results in a larger system of equations than then the FEM. It can be
shown that the mixed method is almost 2.5 times more expensive per iteration than the
conforming method (see [4]). In our case the domain is expanding; hence especially
for extensive simulations the number of elements can increase to quite a large number.
To keep the computation time within reasonable limits we rather use the conforming
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method. To reduce memory usage iterative solvers are used. For this problem we use
the Preconjugated Gradient Method with SSOR as preconditioner.

For notational purposes we write ti := i . !:It. Let QO be the initial geometry. Then
the problem at t = ti can be formulated as follows: •

,

_1.J + grad¢ = 0 in
Ke

divJ = 0 in
¢=O on
¢ = -U(ti) on
(J, n) = 0 on

Qi

Qi

oQ~

oQ~

oni \ (oQ~ U oQ~),

(4.1)

for the mixed method. After the spatial discretization the time has to be discretized. In
order to obtain the new domain Qi+l the following Euler forward scheme is used:

Xi+1 = xi + M. ea (J(xi), n) n, x E oQ~,
Pa

xi+1 = xi +!:It· s(ti)ez, x E oQ~,

(4.2)

(4.3)

where the time step size !:It is taken constant. Implicit schemes would most likely allow
larger time steps, but are difficult to implement for a moving mesh. This remeshing is
performed almost every time step to preserve the quality of the mesh. As a result of this
the topology changes every time. This is what prevents us from using previous solutions
for implicit schemes. It also prevents us from using the previous solution as inital guess
for the CG-solver.

5 Simulation Results

In figure 7 the results of a simulation run are presented. At intervals of 50 secs the shape
of the boundary is displayed. The computations have actually been carried out for the
right half of the domain only, since we have a symmetric geometry (see figure 5). In

Figure 7: deformation of the anode surface

this case the shape of the turbulators is not very pronounced. By changing the process
parameters other shapes may be achieved. Also differently shaped electrodes produce
different holes (see figure 8). This is not only due to the size of the electrode, but also
due to the thickness of the insulating coating on the outside of the electrode. Instead of
mirroring our 20 axisymmetric results we can also apply a rotation to the cross section
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8: different types of electrodes 

Figure 9: turbulated cooling hole 

and obtain a 3D body as illustrated in figure 9. The only way to validate our model is 
comparing the obtained geometry from a simulation run with an X-ray of a drilled hole 
in production (see figure 1). But even then, due to the complex shape, it is difficult to 
compare them. In order to demonstrate the validity of the model an experiment has been 
performed with step-wise variation of the potential difference. Its result is compared 
with the result of the simulation (see [1]). 

6 Design of a Real Time Simulation System 

A particularly important feature of computer based simulations concerns the methods 
offered for interacting with the process and for retrieving data generated during the sim
ulation. From this point of view one can distinguish between three large classes of sim
ulation systems: non-interactive systems, interactive visualization systems and fully in
teractive systems (see [9]). 

Non-interactive systems are the most common ones: the system operates as a pipeline 
having the problem definition phase (D) as the first step, followed by the numerical com-
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putations (problem solving) phase (C) and finally the result visualization phase (V). The
three stages are loosely coupled. Generally they consist of separate applications com
municating solely via files. The interactivity of such a system is practically inexistent;
therefore the user is obliged to simulate a time dependent process by running the same
pipeline over different sets of input data corresponding to different time instants.

Interactive visualization systems are also structured as a pipeline of the three phases
previously described. The difference however, is that the coupling between consecutive
stages is stronger now: the computational unit (C) can proceed solving a problem as
soon as it is presented with some input data and the visualization unit (V) can start dis
playing a solution as soon as it is made available by the computational unit. By chang
ing the input of the problem definition unit (D) in time, the user will produce and view
a series of results corresponding to different time instants. The coupling between the
problem definition phase and the computational phase is still weak and the user's pos
sibilities for real time interaction are consequently quite limited.

Figure 10: Pipeline model for non-interactive or interactive visualization systems

Fully interactive systems group together the three phases of the simulation, allowing
the user to interact with a running process and visualize the results of his interaction.
Moreover, such a system is called real time interactive if the time elapsed between the
user's interaction and the moment its result is visualized is short enough for the user to
be able to continuously keep the process under direct control.

The system we have developed complies with the above requirements. The user can
interact with a FEM problem during the entire duration of the process, from the problem
definition moment during the end of the simulation. It is clear that we consider only time
dependent processes. Note that this does not necessarily mean instationary problems.
One may also think of a stationary problem whose definition is suddenly modified by
user intervention, while the time derivatives can be neglected. The main feature of our
system is therefore the ability of interacting with what we call a running simulation and
to see the response of the system in real time. Interaction can come also in a different
flavour since the system allows a process to determine its time evolution by itself. For
example in the ECD process the solution obtained at a given time step will influence the
initial conditions of the next time step. We can say that the system simulates a process
that behaves autonomously. Another important feature is the system's ability to detect
whether a change in the FEM problem's parameters caused by the user will induce sev
eral other changes in the system's state. For example, a user can move a point of the
problem's definition domain and the system will automatically detect the need for re
meshing the domain, solving the problem on the new domain and displaying the new
solution.

The structure of the simulation system is different from the pipeline model presented
above. Rather than having several stages coupled in a unique fashion, we now have a set
of independent modules that are managed and synchronized by a controller unit: prob
lem definition module (D), computational module (C), visualization module (V) and
user interface module (UI). The system's operation is event driven. The units can gen
erate events (requests) to the controller and this one will respond by sending commands
to the various modules that will carryon the requested tasks.

An object oriented design is used both for the interface part of the system and for
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Figure 11: Structure of the real time simulation system

its implementation in C++. The user can manipulate a FEM simulation in terms of high
level objects as user points, curves, surfaces, domains and problems. These objects can
be constructed, modified and deleted dynamically, allowing an interactive problem defi
nition and also a flexible way of interacting with an existing problem. Several high level
objects have been designed also for the visualization part: the user can create different
cameras in which he can monitor running simulations by displaying their geometrical
domains and scalar and vector fields. Cameras have standard methods for zooming and
panning and facilities for displaying an object in various ways.

The user interface consists therefore of a set of C++ objects that can be assembled
in order to define, modify, interact with and visualize a FEM problem. This allows for
a quick and natural way of passing from an abstract problem definition to an interactive
simulation of that process. It also allows re-usability of the problem definition building
blocks since the user can construct a set of objects for a problem's definition and then
employ them for several other problems.

double anod(double x,double y,double t) {return O} II anode
double cath(double x,double y,double t) {return -1 } II cathode
double cond(double x,double y,double t) {return 1} II conductivity

MainO
{

DOMAIN d(O.125); II domain vith its gridsize

USERPOINT pO(O,O),p1(l,O),p2(l,l),p3(O,l);

USERLINE cO(pO,p1,d,anod,ESSENTIAL);
USERLINE c1(p1,p2,d);
USERLINE c2(p2,p3,d,cath,ESSENTIAL);
USERLINE c3(p3,pO,d);

SURFACE s(cond);
s.addcurve(cO,PLUS); e.addcurve(c1,PLUS);
s.addcurve(c2,PLUS); s.addcurve(c3,PLUS);

s.compileO; d.addsurf(s); d.compileO;

PROBLEM pr(d); pr.settimestep(O.l);
pr.compgrad(TRUE);
pr. compile 0 ;

CAMERA cam; cam.additem(d);
cam.additem(pr,SHOW_SOLUTION);
cam.additem(pr,SHOW_GRADIENT);
cam.additem(pr,SHOW_STREAM);
cam.resetO;

II read user interaction, compute and display
for (;;) pr.solve(); II forever

}

Program 1: example of C++ source code
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Program 1 shows the definition and solving of problem (4.1) on a simplified domain. 
After defining the basic objects used to represent the problem, they are assembled by 
simple calls of C++ methods and then the problem can be solved by repeated calls of 
the problem object's solve method. The system automatically computes the solution, 
its gradient and stream function and continuously displays them in the camera. One 
can see that the problem definition code is not more complicated in structure than the 
usual problem description files used by several FEM packages. Besides a more modular 
approach, an object oriented interface allows a run time, dynamic definition. The user 
can start designing a computational domain, solve the problem on it and then possibly 
interactively changing the domain and having the system recalculate the solution. 

Another example is the ECD simulation process (see figure 12). The user can inter
act with the running drilling simulation changing the drilling voltage and speed at any 
moment of the process by moving the respective sliders. The computational domain 
has been mirrored and displays different quantities in each cross section for each time 
instant. The user can also change the camera's viewing parameters during the simula
tion (focusing, for example, on the drill's tip while this one is continuously descending). 
Monitoring and interacting with the ECD process is very easy and intuitive in this way. 

wltage 10.52 Voh 

Distance: ()()(}.96 mm lEI Run 

~ Mesh 

Figure 12: real time simulation with user interaction 

The system is implemented as an open software structure: objects can be added to 
the existing set in order to provide new functionality. Existing objects can be modified or 
new specializations of them can be provided in order to change their functionality or to 
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add new alternatives to the existing one. For example, new types ofsolver and precondi
tioner engine objects may be inserted within the system and selected dynamically at run
time (see [2]). The user interface (implemented using the OSFlMotif® and OpenGLTM
librariesI) can be also enhanced in order to allow new visualization metaphors by cre
ating different camera objects. To visualize the 2D computations in a 3D world AVS2

has been used as a separate visualization tool (see figure 9).
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: different types of electrodes

Figure 9: turbulated cooling hole

and obtain a 3D body as illustrated in figure 9. The only way to validate our model is
comparing the obtained geometry from a simulation run with an X-ray of a drilled hole
in production (see figure I). But even then, due to the complex shape, it is difficult to
compare them. In order to demonstrate the validity of the model an experiment has been
performed with step-wise variation of the potential difference. Its result is compared
with the result of the simulation (see [l]).

6 Design of a Real Time Simulation System

A particularly important feature of computer based simulations concerns the methods
offered for interacting with the process and for retrieving data generated during the sim
ulation. From this point of view one can distinguish between three large classes of sim
ulation systems: non-interactive systems, interactive visualization systems and fully in
teractive systems (see [9]).

Non-interactive systems are the most common ones: the system operates as a pipeline
having the problem definition phase (D) as the first step, followed by the numerical com-
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Program 1shows the definition and solving ofproblem (4.1) on a simplified domain.
After defining the basic objects used to represent the problem, they are assembled by
simple calls of C++ methods and then the problem can be solved by repeated calls of
the problem object's solve method. The system automatically computes the solution,
its gradient and stream function and continuously displays them in the camera. One
can see that the problem definition code is not more complicated in structure than the
usual problem description files used by several FEM packages. Besides a more modular
approach, an object oriented interface allows a run time, dynamic definition. The user
can start designing a computational domain, solve the problem on it and then possibly
interactively changing the domain and having the system recalculate the solution.

Another example is the ECD simulation process (see figure 12). The user can inter
act with the running drilling simulation changing the drilling voltage and speed at any
moment of the process by moving the respective sliders. The computational domain
has been mirrored and displays different quantities in each cross section for each time
instant. The user can also change the camera's viewing parameters during the simula
tion (focusing, for example, on the drill's tip while this one is continuously descending).
Monitoring and interacting with the ECD process is very easy and intuitive in this way.

Figure 12: real time simulation with user interaction

The system is implemented as an open software structure: objects can be added to
the existing set in order to provide new functionality. Existing objects can be modified or
new specializations of them can be provided in order to change their functionality or to
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